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The	Light	and	the	Darkness	
 

“The Light shines in the darkness, and the darkness did not comprehend it.”  
~ New	American	Standard	Bible,	John	1:5 

 
 



 
 

 

 
The IV dripped, dripped, dripped, on and on. Nurses jabbed needles to find veins. 

The constant thirst, nausea and light-headed spinning surged with every breath, but 

the real clincher was how my body transformed. It became a toxic waste dumpster, 

channeling poison to ooze from pores, and worst of all, hurling the toxic goop out 

my mouth. My life revolved around finding a nearby toilet or wastebasket and it 

was all so physically tiring. And ultimately, there was just the tiredness of being 

tired. That was last week, and the week before and many weeks before that. 

 

Stage four from the get-go. For weeks, even months, a numb fog had blanketed my 

senses. It was as though I stood at a distance watching the doctor treat the long lost 

twin sister I’d never had.  

  

Finally they’d given me a week’s rest from chemo. The nurse took my temperature 

and my blood pressure, stabbed my finger for a blood sample, and drew blood 

from the only vein left in my arm that hadn’t collapsed, and then she disappeared 

from the examining room into the long halls with shiny gray linoleum floors and 

stark gray walls. The digital clock made its clicking noise and after what seemed 

like an hour but was a series of clicks from 3:05 to 3:15, she shuffled back in, 

plunked her clipboard on the desk and said, “You’ve completed the treatments.”  

 

I nodded and remembered how when numbness vanished, the endless crying had 

followed. Good Lord, pregnancy hadn’t even been that emotional. If not wallowing 

in my own self-pity, I was shaking my fists at the world and yelling, “It’s not fair!” 

 

My doctor walked in. His long white coat hung almost to his knees and a 

stethoscope dangled around his neck. He shut the door behind him and studied my 



 
 

 

chart. With eyes that peeked above his reading glasses, he said in a professional 

tone, “I’m sorry Jen. There’s nothing more we can do for you. We’re going to send 

you home.”  

 

My breath caught in my throat. “How long?” 

 

“Probably three months,” he answered. His eyes looked as empty as I felt, and he 

wrote something on my chart.  

 

There—he said it. Finally. 

  

I pushed the clinic doors and they swung open wide. The soles of my feet touched 

the hard warm pavement. Never thought I’d have this reaction, but suddenly it felt 

like freedom. Basking in the moment was liberating; time to live out my heart’s 

desires. Relief washed through my skinny, battered body. And…I knew exactly 

what I was going to do. 

 

Three months. Thanksgiving. That was all. The time frame sunk in, this time with 

a thud. Nope, no more ups and downs. I would enjoy this precious time no matter 

what. Quickening my pace, I reached my car. My foot pressed down on the 

accelerator, and the complex of hospital buildings, street signs and storefronts 

whizzed by, familiar landmarks that dotted the well-traveled clinic route. 

  

I entered my apartment, tossed my purse onto the couch and called my broker. 

Told him to cash in my 401K and dump the funds into my checking account. With 

a purse stuffed full of cash, credit cards and what was left of my heart, I was off to 



 
 

 

Tennessee’s Athens Regional Park for a once-in-a-lifetime event—entering the 

path of the total solar eclipse.  

  

On August 21, 2017 at 2:30 EST, the Athens sky would render two minutes and 35 

seconds of total eclipse.  

 

Since the age of twelve, eclipses had fascinated me, and for a century none had 

crossed the swath of U.S. towns and cities that this 2017 path would cover. The 

total path stretched coast to coast from Oregon to South Carolina with hundreds of 

prime locations for viewing it. This was my best chance ever, and travel plans had 

run through my head for almost two years and many months before my illness was 

diagnosed. From scouting out ideal viewing spots to buying protective glasses and 

watching past eclipses on YouTube, my anticipation had soared.  

 

But…then treatments started, and the trip plans fizzled until the whole grand idea 

morphed into a hopeless dream that buried itself in the back of my mind.  

 

Now the trip was on again, and it felt like the universe was granting my final wish. 

 

Eclipses were so much more than the moon covering the sun. Age-old Chinese 

cultures explained eclipses as a dragon “devouring” the sun. Asian men, women 

and children ran out of their houses clanging pots or whatever made noise to scare 

the dragon away.  

 

Norse mythology believed two sky wolves chased each other and one wolf finally 

conquered the other. Ancient Greeks thought the sun abandoned the earth, which is 



 
 

 

where the word “eclipse” comes from, the Greek word for abandonment, 

“ékleipsis.” Yes, I knew all about eclipses. 

 

As for my heart—Ronnie broke it when he left me for a younger gal, half his age 

and half mine too. She was a couple years older than our daughter Irene.  

 

I tapped on my cell phone and texted my boss. “Jen Eckhart here. Phil, I’m too sick 

to work anymore. I’ve gotta quit.” 

 

My phone clanged as his answer came back. “Sorry to hear that Jen. You’ll be 

missed. I’ll enter it into the system.”  

 

That was it. Done, one quick text, and no questions asked, no questions like how 

do you feel or can we help in any way? I’d be missed? Yeah, right. Click. Delete. 

Job gone. That simple, and to be sure, no one would ever miss me. 

 

But that was okay. The muscles in my forehead relaxed and a weight lifted. Ah 

yes, freedom was here. I could live my heart’s desires with unclipped wings—no 

parents, kids or friends and not even a pet to hold me back. 

 

One by one my friends had disappeared. The divorce took care of that, and I 

couldn’t blame them. I didn’t want to be around me either. When time bubbled into 

a blur of days, living like a recluse kind of suited me…well…it suited…it suited 

until the sickness moved in to keep the recluse company. 

  

Never told a soul about my big “C” diagnosis and the martyring it out, and the 

submitting to the “not so sure to cure ya” medical protocols, a toxic cocktail of 



 
 

 

radiation and chemo. I saw no purpose in torturing anyone with tales of chemo and 

a death diagnosis. I figured some day I’d fade away during the middle of a never-

ending treatment, vomiting all the while, as I took my last breath. Tick tock. Tick 

tock. The doctor sent me home for a week of rest. I came back for the routine 

blood tests and was more surprised than anyone when he said those magic words, 

“There’s no more we can do for you.”  

 

Well, there was no more I could do for him either. I was ready to roll. My well-

worn camper was perfect for the Tennessee trip. Ronnie let me have it because his 

hot young thing didn’t go in for hiking, camping or outdoor life. She liked 

spending his money, shopping for Louis Vuitton bags and Gucci sunglasses. 

Whoa. I laughed. Whatever was he thinking?  

 

I slapped together ciabatta rolls stuffed with turkey, Swiss cheese, lettuce and 

avocado along with some containers of sliced pineapple, cantaloupe, celery and 

carrots. Should be plenty. I packed the cooler and lugged it to the camper, then 

grabbed the case of water, wobbled a few steps and heaved both of them into the 

back. 

   

Ready to survive a camper breakdown or freeway gridlock. Well…almost. The 

five-gallon water bottle sat on a dolly near my feet. No way could I lift it into the 

camper. Good grief. Who could help?  

  

I heard the sound of a door closing. A guy with a short crew cut and army fatigues 

stepped out of his apartment, the duplex beside mine. Interesting. Never even knew 

he lived there. 

  



 
 

 

“Say…excuse me. Could you help me lift this bottle?” I asked. “It’s too heavy for 

me to lift.” 

  

“Yes, ma’am. No problem.” He lifted the large water bottle with one hand and 

slung it into the camper. “Need help with anything else?”  

 

“No. Thanks, I’m good.” 

 

He couldn’t be more than early twenties, full of energy and ready for action. 

   

“Going on a trip?” He asked. 

  

I nodded. “Going to see the total eclipse.” I couldn’t help but grin. 

  

“Ah…people are saying how lucky we are to be near the total path. Millions are 

turning out for it and the media says the freeways will be jammed.” He ran his 

hands through his buzz cut, pulled a cap out of his pocket and stuck it on his head. 

  

“Yeah, they will,” I said. “NASA is even doing a live stream here in Carbondale. 

But I’m headed to Athens, Tennessee for the total path there.“ 

  

“Oh?” A puzzled expression filled his eyes.  

  

“Just felt the need for a road trip. Sometimes you’ve gotta get away, you know?” 

The truth was, a road trip beckoned, and bad memories begged me to abandon 

them, but beyond that, a magnetic pull told me Athens was where I needed to be. 

Something deep inside was certain about going there. 



 
 

 

  

“Yes, ma’am. I understand that need. I’m home on furlough.” He paused, gazed 

ahead, and then his eyes returned into meet mine.  

 

“Here to see family?” I asked. His family must live next door. For all these 

months, I’d had no idea who my neighbors were. 

 

His lip quivered and his military posture slumped ever so slightly. ”My mom 

passed away. Helluva reason to come back, but I really missed my wife and kids. 

So,” he paused, “Seeing them was the good part.” He looked down at his hands 

and twisted the wedding ring on his finger. 

  

“I’m...I’m sorry to hear that. It’s tough losing people you love. My sympathies to 

you and your family.” 

  

The clean-cut young soldier looked up at me. “Thank you. Well, you drive safe 

ma’am and best of luck enjoying the eclipse.”  

 

I had to wonder, a few months from now, my kids might be telling their 

neighbors... My heart pounded in my throat, and my mind filled with images of 

Irene and Jason. Should I have told them? Should I have at least told someone? 

Relax, I told myself. There was still time. But I had an eclipse to get to.   

 

“Thanks again for your help with the bottle.” I forced a wan smile. 

 

He nodded, stood tall and walked to his jeep parked in front. Brave and bruised 

with sadness but still dressed for war, he climbed in and drove off.  



 
 

 

  

***  

Close to midnight, my camper rolled out of the driveway. Late night driving would 

help me miss the traffic, but the conversation with the young military guy kept 

replaying in my mind. He couldn’t have been much younger than Irene and Josh, 

maybe three or four years. 

 

Other than occasional emails or texts, my kids lived worlds apart.  

 

After college, Irene found a job in California, married an Amazon executive and 

had two children. She enjoyed being a stay-at-home mom and led an active social 

life where she hosted charity dinners, played tennis, was a Girl Scout leader, took 

gourmet-cooking lessons, did yoga and otherwise drove the kids around from one 

after-school event to another, whether it was football, soccer, dancing, music 

lessons or baseball practice. That was my girl. I called her Mrs. Mom and the 

nickname stuck. 

  

Josh graduated from Florida State and joined the Peace Corps. He was currently 

saving the world in Burma. Such a free spirit, my Josh was, and the Peace Corps 

seemed so retro, a zeitgeist of the 60’s. The younger of my Irish twins, and unlike 

Irene, he wanted to explore the world and live his adventures before settling down.  

 

Josh did what I should’ve done, but instead I married out of high school. Even so, I 

managed to get a computer science degree, while juggling parenting and 

homemaking. Ronnie had encouraged me to take the classes. But after he dumped 

me, I wondered. How long had he been planning on leaving me? He’d always had 

a wandering eye. 



 
 

 

  

One stop for gas with a bathroom break and two state lines later, my camper made 

the trek from Illinois to Tennessee.  

 

Near the Athens Regional Park entrance, a string of cars had already lined up at the 

side of the road. It was a few hours until dawn and a sign said the park opened at 

7:00 a.m. My white knuckled hands still gripped the steering wheel. I let go, sunk 

into my seat and shut my eyes, dozing in and out until daybreak. When the cars 

started to move, everyone inched their way through the gate and filed into the park.  

 

We had free range to pick our parking spots. Ah…a spot near the public restrooms 

— handy access. At least I could get to a toilet in time. 

  

Hours of sitting had molded me to the front seat, and I clambered out of the camper 

with stiff legs for my jaunt to the restroom. A navy blue Toyota 4Runner with 

Tennessee tags pulled up next to me. A tall guy stepped out and stretched his legs. 

He was about six feet, with a full head of dark hair. Gray flecks dotted his 

sideburns and a few wisps of silver highlighted his temples. Broad shoulders, slim 

waist and muscular tan arms, he was in good shape. Handsome too. 

  

I passed by him, and a deep, voice said, “Hey. Good morning, ma’am. How are 

you this fine morning?” His hand grabbed the edge of his olive-colored cap.  

  

Really? Did he just tip his cap? There’s nothing like southern hospitality and a 

drawl to go with it.  

  



 
 

 

“Just fine sir. Here to see the total eclipse.” I cringed at my own words. Who 

wasn’t here to see the total eclipse? 

  

‘Me too,” he said. “Not sure why. It was more my wife’s thing than mine, but I felt 

drawn here.” 

  

My eyes scanned his SUV. “Oh…your wife couldn’t make it?”  

  

“No ma’am.” His eyes took on a distant look. “She passed away three years ago in 

a car accident.” 

  

“Oh…” I bit the inside of my cheek. In a matter of hours, it was the second 

mention of death. Well, death comes for us all, but the next three months were 

mine. And I intended to live them, loving each breath. 

 

He looked away. “She always wanted to see a total eclipse. Would’ve wanted me 

to come. Plus, this trip is about new beginnings. Meet some new people. Share a 

phenomenal event. A good way to move on.” He stared at his feet and then up at 

the sky, as though stargazing, but with no stars to view.  

  

Then he straightened his cap and said, “Did you know that a total eclipse only 

happens with a new moon, and it must line up perfectly with the sun? It calls for 

perfect timing, and the perfect location to see a total eclipse. Why, it’s been 99 

years since the continental U.S has had a total path that went from coast to coast. 

And it’s been more than 400 years since Tennessee has been in the path.”  

  

Look at him, spitting out all those eclipse facts, just like me. 



 
 

 

  

“Well…as a matter of fact, I did know that. I’ve been studying eclipses for years. 

It’s all about timing, yes. And you and I are here, at the right place, at the right 

time.” I peered into his eyes. 

  

He nodded his head and smiled. His clear blue eyes positively glowed. So unlike 

Ronnie, whose mouth used to smile but his mud pie brown eyes never did. Those 

eyes never smiled, no matter what emotion was coursing through him. Assuming 

that any emotion was. I’d seen photos of people who were all teeth—smiling teeth. 

That was Ronnie too. And to be sure, his teeth never even knew they could smile. 

That should’ve been my first clue.  

  

The man with the smiling eyes held out his hand, “My name is Luke.” 

  

His warm palm and fingers wrapped around my tiny, cold, hand. He had a firm, yet 

soft grasp. 

  

“Jen.” My voice cracked. “My name is Jen.” I swallowed. Good grief, my mouth 

was dry. I’d held back on drinking water, trying to make sure the goo was gone. 

Still glad I did. Throwing up in front of a good-looking guy would not make a 

good impression. 

  

“Well, if you’ll excuse me, I was just heading to the restroom.”   

  

The corners of his mouth turned up and Luke glanced toward the restrooms. 

  



 
 

 

I walked toward the services area, and during my slow gait down the hill, I had the 

sense he was watching me.  

  

*** 

Wouldn’t be long before the crowds arrived, but no bathroom lines were forming 

yet. Through force of habit, here I was, but my gurgling stomach and abdominal 

cramps had disappeared long before the drive. In fact, by the end of my break from 

chemo, nothing toxic had plagued me at all. 

 

A glance in the mirror showed hat hair sticking out around the edges of my cap. I 

pulled my olive green cap off and fluffed my short-cropped hair. The green looked 

good with my brunette color.  

  

As I climbed up the hill to my parking spot, Luke from Tennessee was sitting on a 

canvas fold-up chair, under the shade of a large oak.  

 

“I’ve got an extra chair…” He smiled and wrinkles appeared at the corners of his 

eyes.  

 

“Sure, why not?” I glanced at the shady spot. Temperatures would reach the mid-

90’s today and getting out of the sun was a good idea. 

 

He lifted my chair out of his SUV and plunked it beside his.  

  

“We have matching caps,” said Luke, with a big grin that reached his ears. His 

dark eyebrows and strong jaw line framed a manly face.  

 



 
 

 

I could feel my body heat up as he caught me watching him. “Yeah, I noticed that 

about our caps,” I said and touched the hair creeping around the nape of my neck. 

  

“We might just have matching haircuts too.” He chuckled and a dimple appeared.  

  

“Well…I don’t think so,“ I said and yanked off my cap.  

  

“No. You’re right. Your barber did a much better job than mine.” 

  

We laughed. The glow in his eyes said he wasn’t making fun of me. That glow 

came from a deep caring place somewhere inside, and his teasing sent a warm 

flush through my cheeks. 

 

“With your short hair and almond shaped eyes, you remind me of Audrey 

Hepburn.” 

 

My jaw went slack. Was he serious? 

 

“Anyone ever tell you that before?” 

 

“No, but it’s quite a compliment. I’ll take it…thank you.” My hand fingered the 

short hairs feathered around my face.  

 

My mother once said there were two beautiful women in the world, just two, 

Elizabeth Taylor and Audrey Hepburn. Other women fell into categories of pretty, 

attractive or cute. When I asked her, “What about me?” she swallowed, hesitated, 

and said, “You’re cute.” I could tell by how she squinted her eyes that she’d never 



 
 

 

anticipated my asking. We were close and I knew she loved me more than anyone. 

I was her child, her only child. Yet, she unwittingly shared her beauty paradigm, 

and was forced to say I was at the lowest rung of the ladder. If only she could’ve 

heard Luke. Smiling to myself, I wondered what would she say. But asking her 

wasn’t an option. She had died three days before my divorce was final. What a 

rough year that was. 

  

Cars, SUVs, Jeeps, pickups and you name it started flooding in. The grassy lawn 

transformed into a myriad of parking spots, and big buses crawled down the road 

near the restrooms and parked on an athletic field of some sort behind it. RVs set 

up there too and a crowd of people began milling around. A buzz filled the air.  

  

The Internet made a big deal about certified solar eclipse glasses, so I bought the 

real deal. Despite looking like B-rated 3D movie glasses, they were heavy duty. No 

light got through them at all. I slipped them onto my face and couldn’t see a thing 

until my eyes found the sun, and then the burning ball of light came to view, but no 

sign of the eclipse yet. 

  

Luke slipped his eclipse glasses on too and craned his neck to gaze at the sun. 

  

“We do have matching eclipse glasses, you know,” I said. 

 

 “Um, hmm.” He nodded and his stomach rumbled.  

 

“Are you hungry? I brought turkey sandwiches and you’re welcome to have one.” I 

motioned toward the back of my camper. 

 



 
 

 

“Sounds great,” he said and then pulled the cooler out of the camper for me. 

 

I passed him a couple sandwiches and got one for myself. My teeth sunk into the 

ciabatta bread; the turkey, Swiss cheese and avocado melted in my mouth. Creamy 

avocado soothed my tongue with its bland flavor. Bland was heavenly, just right 

with the hint of smoke in the turkey and sharpness of the cheese. For months food 

had tasted like aluminum cans and cardboard. Finally, real flavors.  

 

Luke polished off both sandwiches faster than I ate my one, and said, “Thank you 

ma’am. That was tasty. Appreciate it.”  

 

Such a southern gentleman; never knew men like him were still around. Bet he 

even opened doors for women too. 

 

The app on my phone announced “Solar Eclipse, First Contact.” It was 1:30 p.m. 

and hard to believe the eclipse was only an hour away.  

 

Luke glanced at my cell phone, smirked and said, “Well, well…Miss high tech Jen 

over here came quite prepared.” 

  

“You know it.” I said. The blood rushed to my cheeks and I flashed a smile. 

  

The partial eclipse was barely visible at this point. We took the glasses off and the 

merciless sun beat down with its rays and surrounded us with a stifling heat. We 

moved our chairs back into the shade.  

  



 
 

 

He wiped his brow with his hand, pulled a beer out of his cooler and asked, “You 

want one?” 

  

All the years of eating healthy foods, working out and drinking alcohol-free 

beverages — just where did that get me? Go ahead — live a little. What could it 

do? Kill me? Too late, death already had an appointment with me.  

  

“Sure. Thanks,” My hand trembled slightly as he handed me the can. Lack of sleep 

and adrenalin excitement made quite the combination. 

  

Must’ve been 95 degrees with the Tennessee blanket of humidity. Sweat trickled 

down my neck and onto my back.  

  

Beads of water on the cold beer can cooled my hands, and I held it against my 

cheek. I chugged a few swallows. The smell of hops hit my nostrils and the alcohol 

buzz hit me right away, numbing my senses. Whatever Luke was saying floated 

by, and my mind drifted off to nowhere in particular, just a blank space of 

mindlessness. Better pace myself with the beer or my unconsciousness would be its 

own eclipse and I’d miss the whole reason I came here. 

  

We slipped our glasses back on as the moon began enveloping the sun, turning it 

into a quarter sun, a bright crescent.  

  

The app said,” Forty-five minutes until totality, observe changes in ambient 

temperature.” 

  



 
 

 

The temperature dropped, then dropped some more. We welcomed the cooler air as 

the sweltering heat subsided. My sweating eased off and a lukewarm cushion of air 

enveloped me. Neither of us said a word as the moon inched its way to blot out the 

sun. 

 

Despite my efforts to relax, a muscle clenched in my neck and I rubbed it, trying to 

work out the kink. “Tilting my head is killing my neck.”  

 

Luke nodded. “Yeah, me too…but I’ve got an idea.” 

  

He took a blanket from his SUV and spread it on the ground beside my sheet. “If 

we lie down, we can give our necks a rest and still watch the sun.”  

 

Lightheaded from the beer, I nearly collapsed onto the blanket. His body was about 

a foot away, and ordinarily it would’ve been awkward to lie down beside a 

stranger, a man I’d just met, but with Luke, it felt natural, like eclipse watching 

with a childhood friend. His calm, easy manner put me at ease and my muscles 

loosened up.  

  

My app instructed us, saying. “Ten minutes until totality, observe changes in 

ambient lighting.” 

  

We took off our eclipse glasses, sat up and looked around at the trees and sky. 

Filtered light veiled everything, draining color, and dusting objects with a haze of 

silver, and it was as though nature had provided us with invisible sunglasses to 

marvel at the view. 

 



 
 

 

The moon slid into place and covered much of the sun. 

 

Indeed, the ancient cultures had a point. For all appearances, the black sphere was 

consuming the sun—the moon predator kept circling and circling.  

  

My phone app said, “Eight minutes until totality, observe changes in animal 

behavior.” 

  

Crickets, birds and tree frogs began chirping, and in a steady rhythm, they sang the 

twilight song. 

 

We both stood up. My jaws dropped, and then spread into a face-sized smile. My 

new buddy Luke glanced my way, and his expression mirrored mine. 

  

Then the app announced, “Three minutes until totality, observe for shadow bands.” 

  

I strained to see bands on the white sheet I’d laid on the ground. But as much as I 

wanted the bands to appear, only the sheet’s creases and folds stared back at me. I 

smoothed the sheet with my fingers and flattened its surface. 

  

"Second contact in 60 seconds — observe for shadow bands,” the app said. 

  

Waves of shadows shimmered across the sheet. “Ha…ha!” I laughed and Luke 

laughed with me. An excited hum swept through the park and the anticipated 

moment grew nearer. 

  



 
 

 

The phone announced, “Second Contact. It is safe to take off your eclipse glasses 

and look at the sun.”  

  

Simultaneous oohs and aahs rose from the crowd, and Luke grabbed my hand and 

wrapped his warm fingers around my little boney ones. Everyone in the park 

connected in that moment completely awed by the black sphere occluding the sun. 

Then flash, for a split second, Baily’s beads, little dots of glowing light, which in 

an instant grew into the Diamond Ring, and the brilliant corona crowned the moon, 

flaring around its edges. 

  

My app directed us to look for the sunset effect. Wisps of orange and pink clouds 

danced at the horizon, making a full circle everywhere we glimpsed. 

  

With our naked eyes, we took in the full two minutes and 35 seconds. The 

magnificence of the moment was a communion of souls, a mental bond joining 

everyone in the park, and beyond that, there was the sense that it connected 

everyone located in the total path. What a unifying moment. I would’ve easily 

traded this one moment for a lifetime of uneventful days. 

 

Rare bonding like this sometimes happened at music concerts or sports arenas. 

Crowds of die-hard fans, swaying in unison and synchronized in their appreciation, 

swirled together in their shared universe, lost in the magic. Bigger-than-self 

moments. This was like that. 

 

“Amazing! Totally amazing!” I sighed.  

 



 
 

 

Luke nodded. His eyes sparkled and then he drew me into a hug. My head came to 

his chest and his heart beat in my ear. His rib cage moved in rhythm, his lungs 

breathing in and out. For that brief instant, time disappeared. 

  

“Thank you so much. I’m really glad to have someone to share this with,” my new 

friend said.  

 

I looked into his eyes. “Me too.”  

 

He let go. If only the eclipse would never end, yet the moon once again moved off 

the sun, and the sun slowly reclaimed its dominion in the afternoon sky. The sun 

beat down on us, unleashing its steaming temperatures again. 

  

My Lord, it was hot!  

  

The beer and heat made me woozy, and I took a step forward and staggered.  

  

Luke was saying, “Jen, I’d like to get your number so we can stay in touch. Too 

bad you live so far away…” 

  

I started laughing but felt like crying. A soft balloon billowed in my chest, warm 

feelings. In the intimacy of that hug, no space existed. And somehow, it felt like 

more than a hug.  

  

He was talking, but my mind couldn’t focus anymore, and waves of smothering 

heat enveloped my body. I took a few breaths. Couldn’t breathe deep enough. My 

temples pounded. Sweat trickled down my clammy arms and legs.  



 
 

 

 

Our gazes held each other and he said, “I’ll never forget this. It was incredible!”  

  

“Me either, Luke. Me either.” More time. If only there were more time. He needed 

to be in my life. I could see it in his eyes. And I needed to be in his too. He could 

fill the gaping hole of loneliness that ate away at me. But…be with him a few 

months, and then die? He’d lost his wife. Oh dear God, what have I done? It wasn’t 

fair to him. I had to tell him. Had to tell him what the doctor said. 

  

“Luke, there’s something I need to tell you…”  

  

My foot tripped on a tree root and I flung my arms outward to break my fall. He 

stooped, catching me. My face buried into his chest. I could feel his breath on the 

back of my neck. There was more connection with him in a few hours than in a 

whole lifetime with Ronnie. 

  

I looked up into his eyes. So clear, bright and blue they were. But the background 

behind him dimmed, and dark spots splattered across his face. He faded. Just his 

outline was left now. I struggled to hang on. Everything was whirling, 

disappearing. Then blackness surrounded me, a dark void. 

  

*** 

Whoosh! Like smoke curling and drifting, I rose into the sky. And I was a breeze, 

dipping and soaring. Free. No pain. No soreness. The bright sun kept shining. No 

matter how the moon lined up, it never devoured the sun.  

 



 
 

 

Luke sat on the ground, far below. A slender gal with short brunette hair hung limp 

in his arms. 

 

His silent crying echoed in a vault of hidden sadness. No space separated us, and 

his thoughts moved through me as he prayed, “Not again, Lord. Please not 

again…Jen, come back.” His fingers brushed her cheek, and his tenderness reached 

beyond his touch. 

 

Intense loss poured out of him and rolled over me, a wave of ocean tears crashing 

on the shore. Dear sweet, sweet, sad Luke.  

 

“I’m not dead, Luke…Luke, I’m still alive.” My thoughts whispered, but he 

couldn’t hear me. 

 

Up, up, higher and higher, and the light streamed around me, brighter and brighter 

like a brilliant sun that should’ve blinded and hurt my eyes. But instead it was 

warm and soothing. A radiant mist of pure white light cradled me. So peaceful was 

the calm of absolute silence that held all life in its being.  

 

I was home. 

 

“Jen…Jen…” Luke’s thoughts rippled through me. 

  

*** 

When I opened my eyes, my body was lying on a hospital bed in a private room. I 

ran my finger along the crisp starched bed sheets. Vases sat on the nightstand, one 

with lavender roses and another with white gardenias, and their sweet fragrance 



 
 

 

filled my nostrils. Their fragrance soothed the air and masked the antiseptic odor 

that defined hospitals.  

 

Luke sat slumped in the chair beside me, and he slept soundly. Every muscle in his 

body appeared relaxed. Babies slept like that.  

  

A whiteboard on the wall had a nurse’s name, notes and today’s date, September 

21. That long? Felt like minutes, not weeks. 

  

My breaths rose and fell with a rhythm that bathed my muscles in comfort. I took a 

deep breath and sighed.  

  

A glow of light trimmed every object in the room. Love and light halos enveloped 

everything. The bright outlines said, “Life is beautiful,” and the whole room felt 

alive. 

 

Didn’t know how I’d missed those halos before.  

  

Oh, that’s right. The darkness. The darkness paralyzed my thoughts; the darkness 

wrapped my body in disease. But life was the light and it would always keep 

shining. My life—all life, shined forever. I knew that now.  

 

Luke, stirred, shifted in his chair and then opened his eyelids. Our eyes met. 

 

“Jen…Oh Jen. Thank God you’re awake. How do you feel?” 

 



 
 

 

I smiled and warmth flowed throughout my body. “I feel amazing, Luke. Like I’ve 

been on a wonderful journey.” 

 

“Really?” His eyebrows arched into a question. 

 

“Yeah. I drifted, up, up, into the light. Incidents from my life flashed, incidents 

with my ex-husband Ronnie, with my kids Irene and Jason, with my mom, my dad. 

I saw through their eyes. And I saw through mine. No judgment, no blame. My 

whole life made sense. It finally made sense. But best of all, the scared little me 

was gone, the little me that had focused on faults, the little me that had walled off 

the world, the little me that had been cocooned in darkness. Gone. It was gone.”  

 

Luke grinned, taking it all in. Nodding, he quietly waited. 

 

“The brilliant light came from everywhere… all around me…it came from a vast 

peace…it was Him, the one who knows everything.”  

 

Luke looked so happy. Could he feel it too? The love all around us? 

 

“The voice, so gentle and kind, it asked me, ‘Do you want to go back?’ And the 

choice was mine. I was free to decide whatever I wanted. How could I leave? 

Everything felt so pure, so perfect.”  

 

I paused for a second to gather my thoughts. “A knowing filled me deep inside. A 

knowing that had been there all along. No words can describe it.”  

 



 
 

 

Luke sat up straight in his chair and leaned forward.  “Why did you… why did you 

come back?”  

 

Looking down, I smoothed a wrinkle on the sheet laying over me. How many days 

had he been here, sleeping in that chair? 

 

His gaze held mine. “I could hear you, Luke. I heard you in my mind. You were 

praying.” 

 

Luke nodded and his eyes filled with tears. He stood up, stepped close to the bed 

and ran his gentle fingers through my hair. He kissed the top of my head, and his 

thoughts still rang through me, even now, and I knew there was no space 

separating us. 

 

*** 

 

No one could explain my recovery, least of all the doctors. They expounded 

endlessly, saying the way my body healed was medically impossible. But the 

tumors shrank and disappeared. White blood cell counts leveled out. The heart 

pumped, the blood flowed, and the lungs breathed. A quiet harmony made my 

body hum, and like a well-tuned engine, it chugged and chugged and the wheels of 

life kept rolling. I woke up to a state of health. 

 

The doctors could say whatever they wanted, but it didn’t matter. I knew what 

happened, and in that knowing, nothing could touch me. 

  

  



 
 

 

*** 

Four generations arrived for the family picnic that celebrated Luke’s and my 

anniversary. White hair crowned our heads, and we both wore wide grins. My son 

Josh lifted his glass to toast the eclipse that had brought us together.  

 

Luke and I exchanged knowing looks.  

  

Our kids gave the eclipse so much credit. But they had it backwards, the light and 

the darkness. My eyes shut, and in my mind’s eye Luke stood below me, holding 

the frail gal that used to be me, as I soared free, headed toward the light. The light 

was always with us. It was the light and not the darkness that held our hearts that 

day, and it still does. And it always will.  

 

 

“We can easily forgive a child who is afraid of the dark; the real tragedy of life is 

when men are afraid of the light.”  Plato  

 

The End 



 
 

 

 
Author’s Note 

 

My son passed away in 2013. After three years of taking him weekly for chemo, 

other treatments and clinical trials, we had lost the battle, but he moved on in a 

loving state of grace. Everyone grieves in his or her own way. And our ways are so 

different. I felt moved to search for answers. After death, what's next? I read five 

books about near death experiences (NDEs) and hundreds of NDE accounts on the 

Internet. As a mother, it was hard to let go. It became a soul-searching journey, and 

I was grateful to discover that many beautiful stories reinforced what I already 

knew in my heart—that we are eternal beings. I also realized my son, my parents 

and other loved ones whom I’d lost have continued to live on in my heart and 

mind. 


